Modeling dynamic human control strategy (HCS), or human skill through learning is becoming an increasingly popular paradigm in many different research areas, such as intelligent vehicle systems, virtual reality, and space robotics. Validating the fidelity of such models requires that we compare the dynamic trajectories generated by the HCS model in the control feedback loop to the original human control data. To this end, we have developed a stochastic similarity measure -based on Hidden Markov Model (HMM) analysis -capable of comparing dynamic, multi-dimensional trajectories. In this paper, we first derive and demonstrate properties of the proposed similarity measure for stochastic systems. We then apply the similarity measure to real-time human driving data by comparing different control strategies for different individuals. Finally, we show that the similarity measure outperforms the more traditional Bayes classifier in correctly grouping driving data from the same individual.
Introduction
The main strength of modeling by learning, is that no explicit physical model is required; this also represents its biggest weakness, however, especially when the unmodeled process is (1) dynamic and (2) stochastic in nature, as is the case for human control strategy. For such processes, model errors can feed back on themselves to produce trajectories which are not characteristic of the source process or are even potentially unstable [l] . Yet, most learning approaches today, including feedforward neural networks, utilize some static error measure as a test of convergence for the learning algorithm. While this measure is very useful during training, it offers no guarantees, theoretical or otherwise, about the dynamic behavior of the resulting learned model. Thus, we have developed a similarity measure, based on Hidden Markov Model analysis, as a first step in validating learned models of human control strategy. In this paper, we derive this similarity measure; demonstrate its properties through mathematical proof and simulation of known stochastic systems; evaluate the proposed measure on human control data; and show that it outperforms the more traditional Bayes classifier.
Stochastic similarity

Hidden Markov Models
Rich in mathematical structure, HMMs are trainable statistical models, with two appealing features: (1) no a priori assumptions are made about the statistical distribution of the data to be analyzed, and (2) a high degree of sequential structure can be encoded. A Hidden Markov Model consists of a set of n states, interconnected through probabilistic transitions. Although algorithms exist for training HMMs with both discrete and continuous output probability distributions, discrete HMMs are preferred to continuous HMMs in practice, due to their relative computational simplicity and lesser sensitivity to initial random parameter settings. Using discrete HMMs for analysis of real-valued signals requires that continuous-valued data be converted to discrete symbols through pre-processing and vector quantization (see Section 2.4 below). Thus, a discrete HMM is completely defined by the following triplet h = { A , B, n} [2] , where A is the probabilistic n x n state transition matrix, B is the L x n output probability matrix with L discrete output symbols x E { 1, 2, ..., L} , and A is the n-length initial state probability distribution vector.
For an observation sequence 0 of discrete symbols, we can locally maximize P ( h l 0 ) (i.e.probability of model h given observation sequence 0 ) using the Baum-Welch ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm. We can also evaluate P( 0 I h ) , Two HMMs hl and h, are defined to be equivalent,
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Note that h, and h2 need not be identical to be equivalent. The following two HMMs are, for example, equivalent:
Similarity measure
Let O i , i E { 1, 2, ...}, denote a distinct observation sequence of discrete symbols with length Ti. Also let hi = {Ai, Bi' nj} , j E { 1,2, . . .} , denote a discrete HMM locally optimized (using the Baum-Welch algorithm) to maximize P(hj.jlOj). Similarly let P ( O i ( h j ) denote the probability of the observation sequence Oi given the model hj , and let,
denote the probability of the observation sequence Oi given the model hi, normalized with respect to Ti. In practice, we calcu- quences, 0 , and 0,. Each observation sequence first trains a corresponding HMM; this allows us to evaluate P,, and P,, . Furthermore, we cross-evaluate each observation sequence on the other HMM (i.e. P(O,Ih,), P ( O z l h l ) ) to arrive at P I , and P,, . Given, these four normalized probability values, we now define the following similarity measure between 0, and 0, :
This measure takes the ratio of the cross probabilities over the training probabilities, and normalizes for the multiplication of the two probability values in the numerator and denominator by taking the square root. We note that in practice, we calculate the Pij not on hj itself, but rather hj , which is a smoothed version of hj , where zero elements in the matrices {Aa Bi' n j } are replaced by E > 0 and renormalized to fit probabilistic constraints. Throughout this paper, we use & = 0.0001 as our smoothing value. The lower bound for Pii in (Eq. 6) is realized for single-state discrete HMMs, and a uniform distribution of symbols in Oi . From (Eq. 5) to (Eq. 7), we can establish the following properties for
Properties
When, Pii is only a local maximum (as guaranteed by BaumWelch), properties #2 and #3 are only approximately correct. This is not of significant concem, however, as the Baum-Welch algorithm converges to near-optimal solutions in practice.
For the class of single-state, discrete HMMs, which encode only the distribution of symbols without capturing any of the sequential properties of observation sequence O i , properties #2 and #3 are easy to show. For these HMM's, the similarity measure reduces to, which reaches a maximum when b , , = b,,, or simply, B , = B , , and that maximum is equal to one. As an example, consider the case where,
which is graphed in Figure 2 as a contour plot for 0 < p,, p 2 < 1 .
Finally, we show how the proposed similarity measure changes, as a function of varying HMM structure. Consider the following Hidden Markov Model, and corresponding observation sequences, O( a) , stochastically generated from model h ( a ) . and the origin, (a, = 0, a2 = 0) , while greatest dissimilarity occurs for (a, + 1, a2 = -1) , and (a, -+ -1 , a2 = 1 1.
Signal-to-symbol conversion
Since we choose to work with discrete-output HMMs, multidimensional, real-valued human control data must be converted to a sequence of discrete symbols. Such conversion involves two steps: (1) spectral preprocessing and (2) For each dimension of the human control data, we partition the data into overlapping window frames, and perform either a shorttime FFT or FWT on each frame. Generally, we select the FFT for state trajectories, and the FWT for command trajectories, since these trajectories tend to have sharp discontinuities for the experimental data in this article. In the case of the FFI', the data in each frame is filtered through a Hamming window before applying the FFT, so as to compensate for the windowing effect. The spectral coefficients are then converted to power spectral density (PSD) vectors. In preparation for the vector quantization, the PSD vectors along each dimension of the system trajectory are normalized and concatenated into one long feature vector per frame. We quantize the resulting sequence of long feature vectors using the iterative LBG VQ algorithm. This vector quantizer generates codebooks of size 2" , m E (0, 1,2, . . .} , and can be stopped at an appropriate level of discretization given the amount of available data and complexity of the system trajectories. Assuming that we segment the data into window frames of length k with 50% overlap, the original multi-dimensional, real-valued signal of length t i s thus converted to a sequence of discrete symbols of length T = int(2t/k). where Pf is the user-applied longitudinal force on the front tires and 6 is the user-applied steering angle. Note that the separate brake and gas commands for the human are, in fact, the single Pf variable, where the sign indicates whether the brake or the gas is active. The entire simulator is run at 50 Hz.
Comparing human control strategies
Experimental set-up
Similarity results
For the first set of experiments, we ask five people -(1) Larry, (2) Curly, (3) Moe, (4) Groucho, and (5) Harpo -to drive on three different, randomly generated 20km roads (similar to the map in Figure 4 ) for a total of 15 runs. Let, Our goal here is to see (1) how well the proposed similarity measure classifies each individual's runs across different roads, and (2) how the classification performance of the proposed similarity measure compares with a more conventional statistical technique, namely the Bayes optimal classifier. From the preprocessed data, we build three vector codebooks Qk , k E { 1, 2, 3}, each with 128 levels, and corresponding to data from Rik , Vi E { 1, 2, 3,4, 5 ) . Now define, O ( i , j , k ) , i~{ l , ..., 5 } , j , k~{ 1 , 2 , 3 } (Eq.23) as the observation sequence of discrete symbols vector quantized from the preprocessed feature vectors of run Rij , using the codebook Qk . The observation sequences ofk can be thought of as observation sequences which characterize the control strategy of known individuals, while the observation sequences Oh , j # k , can be thought of as observation sequences which need to be classified. We consider 0; , j f k , classified correctly if and only if,
In other words, we expect that two runs from the same individual (but on different roads) will yield a higher similarity measure than two runs from two different individuals. Table 2, for example, classifies O b , j # k , based on Ofk for k=l and eight-state HMMs. Note that the maximum value in each row is highlighted, and that the proposed similarity measure correctly classifies all 10 comparisons. Correct classifications are also obtained for k=2 and k=3 [4] , but are omitted here due to limited space. Now we compare these classification results with the Bayes optimal classifier. Define class aik as,
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where pik is the mean vector for R , , and Z, is the covariance matrix for run Rik . Table 3 reports the percentage of data points in Rij , j # k , which are classified in class a& for k=1. We consider Rij to be classified correctly when a plurality of the data from Rli falls into q k . In Table 3 , for example, 4 out of 10 runs are misclassified. For all the data, the Bayes optimal classifier misclassifies 7 out of 30 (23%) of the runs. Next, we present results for task-based classification. We select from each run Rij all the left-tum maneuvers, and all the right-tum maneuvers. We get two resulting sets of maneuvers for each person, where ai corresponds to all the left-tum maneuvers for person i, and pi corresponds to all the right-turn maneuvers for person i .
We then split each of these sets into two -one to train a VQ codebook (or calculate the Bayesian statistics), the other to determine a similarity value (or the Bayesian classification). Tables 4  and 5 report classification results for the right-turn data. We omit the left-tum tables due to limited space. Once again, the similarity measure classifies all data correctly (both left-tum and right-tum data), while the Bayes classifier misclassifies 30% of the data sets (3 out of 10).
Finally, we present classification results for data which is more difficult to classify. Moe is asked to drive over the same road on two different days, two times each day, generating four runs (#l, #2, #3, #4). Because the runs are recorded on the same road, Moe is able to improve his skill relatively quickly. As recorded in Table 6 , his average speed improves from 65.9 mph to 71.9 mph from run #1 to run #4. We take two additional data sets, one from Larry and one from Curly, over the same road. These data sets have similar aggregate statistics compared to at least some of Moe's runs. We now wish to classify each of Moe's first three runs as either similar to Larry or Moe #4, or as either similar to Curly or Moe #4. Tables 7 and 8 show the classification results based on the proposed similarity measure and Bayesian statistics, respectively. We observe that the similarity measure misclassifies one out of six (17%), while the Bayes classifier misclassifies five out of six (83%), some quite badly. (Figure 5(c) ), respectively. It is apparent that the Bayes classifier is doomed to fail, since the human data is distributed in a decidedly non-Gaussian manner. The similarity measure, on the other hand, succeeds because the HMMs are trained on the underlying distributions of the data sets, and make no apriori assumptions about each individual's distribution.
In addition, the HMMs are able to encode the sequential properties of the human control data. Figure 6 (a) plots the discrimination measure C k , i , j E { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 } , n = 5 (Eq. 29) (i.e. the ratio of self-similarities over averaged cross-similarities between individuals for observation sequences vector quantized on codebook Q k ) as the number of HMM states is varied from 1 to 8. Figure 6 (b) plots a similar ratio for the left-turdright-tum classifications. From Figure 6 , we make two observations: (1) the discrimination of the proposed similarity measure is affected pos- itively by imparting structure onto the statistical model in the form of an increased number of HMM states, and (2) the discrimination of the similarity measure improves significantly (two-fold in this example), when we train on specific maneuvers (i.e. left turns and right turns) rather than arbitrary roads. Despite various attempts at improving the Bayes classifier's performance, we have yet to identify an example where the Bayes classifier succeeds and the similarity measure fails.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived a stochastic similarity measure, based on HMM analysis, with which we can compare multi-dimensional stochastic trajectories. We have shown that this method performs significantly better than traditional statistical techniques in classifying human control strategy data. As such, the proposed similarity measure is a key step towards validation of HCS models operating in the control feedback loop. 
